
INTRODUCTION
Silk is the most handsome of all the textile fibers with a unique property of fineness, strength,

hand and feel with great affinity for dyeing. No other textile fibers posses such a fine natural luster,
softness and comfort wear properties. Silk all over the world is considered as anti-allergic ecofriendly
fiber, the queen of textile and symbol of beauty.

Ahimsa silk is obtained from pierced cocoons without killing pupa for silk extraction considered
as “Peace silk” is widely accepted by Jain royal families, yogis and environmentalists. Silk obtained
from pierced cocoons is spun yielding yarns having slubs and snarls giving it an added advantage of
fancy appearance and texture. This coarser and uneven ahimsa silk is most suitable for handloom
sector and appropriately used as short weft. This uneven coarser weft is interwoven with various
warp sheets of cotton, tericot, art silk (rayon) and filature silks to produce variegated union made-ups.
These fancy made-ups tried and woven for the first time are assessed for their drape quality.

 The aesthetic appearance and comfort of fabrics are found to be of prime importance by the
consumers while purchasing.  Drape is an important property, which influences the aesthetic appeal of
a fabric, especially when used for garments.  Brand1 defines “drape as the manner in which a fabric
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ABSTRACT
The silk extracted from pierced mulberry cocoons letting moth to emerge out by piercing the cocoon
resulting into unreelable state is often referred as Ahimsa Silk.  Ahimsa silk spun from CSTRI machine has
fine count with greater tenacity and elongation, aptly suitable for handloom sector because of its unique
physical features that can be fabricated into beautiful fancy textile made-ups, further used as dress
materials and shirtings. The effects of fabric structure and mechanical properties on the drape characteristics
of Ahimsa silk union made-ups were studied.  Keeping Ahimsa silk yarn as weft, the dress materials were
woven with  cotton, art silk and filature silk warp, while the shirtings were woven with cotton, tericot and
filature warp silk on pit looms.  These made-ups were subjected for drapability test to assess the aesthetic
property.  The drape coefficient percentage was least in Filature X Ahimsa silk shirting material, which in
turn exhibited soft and more pliable texture than the Cotton Ahimsa silk and Tericot X Ahimsa silk
shirtings. Among the test samples the made-ups comprised of cent percent silk, which were found to be
flexible and pliable than the other union made-ups. Weft way cloth stiffness as well as crease recovery
angle positively related to their corresponding drapability.
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